This paper deals with the problem of estimating predictive densities of a matrix-variate normal distribution with known covariance matrix. Our main aim is to establish some Bayesian predictive densities related to matricial shrinkage estimators of the normal mean matrix. The KullbackLeibler loss is used for evaluating decision-theoretical optimality of predictive densities. It is shown that a proper hierarchical prior yields an admissible and minimax predictive density. Also, superharmonicity of prior densities is paid attention to for finding out a minimax predictive density with good numerical performance.
Introduction
The problem of predicting a density function for future observation is an important field in practical applications of statistical methodology. Since predictive density estimation has been revealed to be parallel to shrinkage estimation for location parameter, it has extensively been studied in the literature. Particularly, the Bayesian prediction for a multivariate (vector-valued) normal distribution has been developed by Komaki (2001) This paper addresses Bayesian predictive density estimation for a matrixvariate normal distribution. Denote by N a×b (M, Ψ ⊗ Σ) the a × b matrix-variate normal distribution with mean matrix M and positive definite covariance matrix Ψ ⊗ Σ, where M , Ψ and Σ are, respectively, a × b, a × a and b × b matrices of parameters and Ψ ⊗ Σ represents the Kronecker product of the positive definite matrices Ψ and Σ. Let A ⊤ be the transpose of a matrix A and let tr A and |A| be, respectively, the trace and the determinant a square matrix A. Also, let A −1 be the inverse of a nonsingular matrix A. If an a × b random matrix Z is distributed as N a×b (M, Ψ ⊗ Σ), then Z has density of the form
For more details of matrix-variate normal distribution, see Muirhead (1982) and Gupta and Nagar (1999) .
It is assumed in this paper that the covariance matrix of a matrix-variate normal distribution is known. Then the prediction problem is more precisely formulated as follows: Let X|Θ ∼ N r×q (Θ, v x I r ⊗I q ) and Y |Θ ∼ N r×q (Θ, v y I r ⊗ I q ), where Θ is a common r × q matrix of unknown parameters, v x and v y are known positive values and I r stands for the identity matrix of order r. Assume that q ≥ r and X and Y are independent. Let p(X | Θ) and p(Y | Θ) be the densities of X and Y , respectively. Consider here the problem of estimating p(Y | Θ) based only on the observed X. Denote by p = p(Y | X) an estimated density for p(Y | Θ) and hereinafter p is referred to as a predictive density of Y . Define the Kullback-Leibler (KL) loss as
The performance of a predictive density p is evaluated by the risk function with respect to the KL loss (1.1),
Let π(Θ) be a proper/improper density of prior distribution for Θ, where we assume that the marginal density of X, m π (X; v x ) = It is noted that p U (Y | X) is the Bayesian predictive density with respect to the uniform prior π U (Θ) = 1. Under the predictive density estimation problem relative to the KL loss (1.1), p U (Y | X) is the best invariant predictive density with respect to a location group. Using the same arguments as in George et al. (2006, Corollary 1) gives that, for any r and q, p U (Y | X) is minimax relative to the KL loss (1.1) and has a constant risk.
Recently, Matsuda and Komaki (2015) constructed an improved Bayesian predictive density on p U (Y | X) by using a prior density of the form
The prior (1.3) is interpreted as an extension of Stein's (1973 Stein's ( , 1981 harmonic prior
In the context of Bayesian estimation for mean matrix, (1.3) yields a matricial shrinkage estimator, while (1.4) does a scalar shrinkage one. Note that, when X ∼ N r×q (Θ, v x I r ⊗ I q ), typical examples of the matricial and the scalar shrinkage estimators for Θ are, respectively, the Efron-Morris (1972) estimator
and the James-Stein (1961) like estimator
The two estimators Θ EM and Θ JS are minimax relative to a quadratic loss. Also, Θ EM and Θ JS are characterized as empirical Bayes estimators, but they are not generalized Bayes estimators which minimize the posterior expected quadratic loss.
The purposes of this paper are to construct some Bayesian predictive densities with different priors from (1.3) and (1.4) and to discuss their decisiontheoretic properties such as admissibility and minimaxity. Section 2 first lists some results on the Kullback-Leibler risk and the differentiation operators. Section 3 applies an extended Faith's (1978) prior to our predictive density estimation problem and provides sufficient conditions for minimaxity of the resulting Bayesian predictive densities. Also, an admissible and minimax predictive density is obtained by considering a proper hierarchical prior. In Section 4, we utilize Stein's (1973 Stein's ( , 1981 ideas for deriving some minimax predictive densities with superharmonic priors. Section 5 investigates numerical performance in risk of some Bayesian minimax predictive densities. 
Preliminaries

The Kullback-Leibler risk
namely, the mean of a predictive distribution for Y is the same as the posterior mean of Θ given X or, equivalently, the generalized Bayes estimator relative to a quadratic loss for a mean of X.
Hereafter denote by p(W |Θ) a density of W |Θ ∼ N r×q (Θ, vI r ⊗ I q ) with a positive value v. In order to prove minimaxity of a Bayesian predictive density, we require the following lemma, which implies that our Bayesian prediction problem can be reduced to the Bayesian estimation problem for the normal mean matrix relative to a quadratic loss.
where E W |Θ stands for expectation with respect to W and
Proof. This is verified by the same arguments as in Brown et al. (2008, Theorem 1 and its proof).
Let ∇ W = (∂/∂w ij ) be an r × q matrix of differentiation operators with respect to an r × q matrix W = (w ij ) of full row rank. For a scalar function g(W ) of W , the operation ∇ W g(W ) is defined as an r × q matrix whose (i, j)-th element is ∂g(W )/∂w ij . Also, for a q × a matrix-valued function G(W ) = (g ij ) of W , the operation ∇ W G(W ) are defined as an r × a matrix whose (i, j)-th element of ∇ W G(W ) is q k=1 ∂g kj /∂w ik . Stein (1973) showed that for a q × r matrix G(W )
This identity is referred to as the Stein identity in the literature. Using the Stein identity, we can easily obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2 Use the same notation as in Lemma 2.1. Then we obtain
Proof. This lemma can be shown by the same arguments as in Stein (1973 Stein ( , 1981 . We provide only an outline of proof.
Note from Brown (1971) that Θ π , given in Lemma 2.1, can be represented as
By some manipulation after using the Stein identity, we have
Combining this identity and Lemma 2.1 completes the proof.
Using Lemma 2.2 immediately establishes the following proposition. 
Differentiation of matrix-valued functions
Next, some useful formulae are listed for differentiation with respect to a symmetric matrix. The formulae are applied to evaluation of the Kullback-Leibler risks of our Bayesian predictive densities.
Let S = (s ij ) be an r × r symmetric matrix of full rank. Let D S be an r × r symmetric matrix of differentiation operators with respect to S, where the (i, j)-th element of D S is
with the Kronecker delta δ ij .
Let g(S) be a scalar-valued and differentiable function of S = (s ij ). Also let G(S) = (g ij (S)) be an r × r matrix, where all the elements g ij (S) are differentiable functions of S. The operations D S g(S) and D S G(S) are, respectively, r × r matrices, where the (i, j)-th elements of D S g(S) and D S G(S) are defined as, respectively,
First, the product rule in terms of D S is expressed in the following lemma due to Haff (1982) . Lemma 2.3 Let G 1 and G 2 be r × r matrices such that all the elements of G 1 and G 2 are differentiable functions of S. Then we have
In particular, for differentiable scalar-valued functions g 1 (S) and g 2 (S),
Denote by S = HLH ⊤ the eigenvalue decomposition of S, where H = (h ij ) is an orthogonal matrix of order r and L = diag (ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ r ) is a diagonal matrix of order r with ℓ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ ℓ r . The following lemma is provided by Stein (1973) .
. . , ψ r ), whose diagonal elements are differentiable functions of L. Then we obtain
Lemma 2.5 Let a and b be constants and let C be a symmetric constant matrix C. Then it holds that
Proof. For proofs of Parts (i), (ii) and (iii), see Haff (1982) and Magnus and Neudecker (1999) . Using (i) of Lemma 2.4 gives that
which implies Part (iv).
Let ∇ W be the same r × q differentiation operator matrix as in the preceding subsection. If S = W W ⊤ , then we have the following lemma, where the proof is referred to in Konno (1992) . Lemma 2.6 Let G be an r × r symmetric matrix, where all the elements of G are differentiable function of S = W W ⊤ . Then it holds that
Admissible and minimax predictive densities
In this section, we consider a class of hierarchical priors inspired by Faith (1978) and derive a sufficient condition for minimaxity of the resulting Bayesian predictive density. Also, a proper Bayes and minimax predictive density is provided.
A class of hierarchical prior distributions
Let S r be the set of r × r symmetric matrices. For A and B ∈ S r , write
where 0 r×r is the r × r zero matrix. Denote the boundary of R r by ∂R r . It is noted that if Ω ∈ ∂R r then 0 r×r Ω I r and also then |Ω| = 0 or |I r − Ω| = 0.
Consider a proper/improper hierarchical prior
The priors π 1 (Θ|Ω) and π 2 (Ω) are specified as follows: Assume that a prior distribution of Θ given Ω is
Then the first-stage prior density π 1 (Θ|Ω) can be written as
Assume also that π 2 (Ω), a second-stage prior density for Ω, is a differentiable function on R r .
Denote by p H = p H (Y |X) the resulting Bayesian predictive density with respect to the hierarchical prior π H (Θ). Assume that a marginal density of W with respect to π H (Θ) is finite when v = v x . The marginal density is given by
where π(Θ|Ω, W ) = p(W |Θ)π 1 (Θ|Ω) is a posterior density of Θ given Ω and W . To make it easy to derive sufficient conditions that p H is minimax, we show the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 The marginal density m(W ) can alternatively be represented as
where
2) with respect to Θ gives that
Note that Ω = Λ{v 1 I r + (1 − v 1 )Λ} −1 and the Jacobian of the transformation from Ω to Λ is given by
Hence making the transformation from Ω to Λ for (3.3) completes the proof.
Let D Λ be an r×r symmetric matrix of differentiation operators with respect to Λ = (λ ij ), where the (i, j)-th element of D Λ is
Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 are utilized to get sufficient conditions for minimaxity of p H .
Assume that f π (Λ; W ) = 0 for all Λ ∈ ∂R r .
with
provided all the integrals are finite.
It is seen from Lemma 3.1 that
and
Hence we obtain
Using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 yields that
Thus E 1 (W ) can be expressed as
Similarly, we observe that from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5
which leads to
Combining (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) gives that
If we can show that two integrals in (3.7) are, respectively, equal to zero, then the proof is complete.
Let G = (g ij ) be an r × r symmetric matrix such that all the elements of G are differentiable functions of Λ ∈ R r . Denote vec(G) = (g 11 , g 12 , . . . , g 1r , g 22 , g 23 , . . . , g r−1,r−1 , g r−1,r , g rr ) ⊤ , which is a {2 −1 r(r + 1)}-dimensional column vector. Denote an outward unit normal vector at a point Λ on ∂R r by ν = ν(Λ) = (ν 11 , ν 12 , . . . , ν 1r , ν 22 , ν 23 , . . . , ν r−1,r−1 , ν r−1,r , ν rr ) ⊤ .
If tr (D
by symmetry of Λ and G. From the Gauss divergence theorem, we obtain
where σ stands for Lebesgue measure on ∂R r .
Note that
because M = M (W ) is symmetric and does not depend on Λ. It is observed that Λ 2 and ΛM + M Λ are symmetric for Λ ∈ R r , so that
Recall that M is finite and 0 r×r Λ I r for Λ ∈ ∂R r , so that ν ⊤ vec(Λ 2 ) and ν ⊤ vec(ΛM + M Λ) are bounded. Since f π (Λ; W ) = 0 for any Λ ∈ ∂R r , (3.8) and (3.9) are, respectively, equal to zero, which completes the proof.
Proper Bayes and minimax predictive densities
Define a second-stage prior density for Ω as
where a and b are constants and K a,b is a normalizing constant. The hierarchical prior (3.1) with (3.10) is a generalization of Faith (1978) in Bayesian minimax estimation of a normal mean vector. Faith's (1978) prior has also been discussed in detail by Maruyama (1998) . When a > 0 and b > 0, π GB (Ω) is proper and the distribution of Ω is often called the matrix-variate beta distribution. Konno (1988) showed that
For other properties of the matrix-variate beta distribution, see Muirhead (1982) and Gupta and Nagar (1999) .
Let p GB (Y | X) be the generalized Bayesian predictive density with respect to (3.1) and (3.10). A sufficient condition for minimaxity of p GB (Y | X) is given as follows. 
(3.12)
Thus, there exist constants a and b satisfying (3.12) if (−q + 5r + 1)/(2r) < v w /v 0 < 1.
We also obtain the following corollary. Proof of Proposition 3.1. Using Theorem 3.1, we will derive a sufficient condition for minimaxity of p GB (Y | X). 
Since 0 < v 1 ≤ 1 and Λ ∈ R r , it holds that
, which implies that
Thus if q + a > 0 and b > 0 then m GB and M GB are finite.
It is seen from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 that
Similarly, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 are used to see that
which yields that
Hence combining (3.14) and (3.15) gives that 16) where
Here, it can easily be verified that ∆(W ; π J GB ) is finite for q + a > 0 and b > 2. For notational simplicity, we use the notation
for c = a + b + 2r − 2. Note that 0 r×r Λ I r and I r (I r − Λ) −1 . Since E Λ (Λ) I r and tr (I r − Λ) −1 Λ ≥ tr Λ, the second term in the r.h.s. of (3.17) is evaluated as
Since b > 2, we have
It is here observed that
which is used to get
Substituting this quantity into (3.18) gives
To evaluate the second term in the r.h.s. of (3.19) , note that
In the case of c ≥ 0, it is seen from (3.20) that
which implies that In the case of c ≤ 0, it is seen from (3.20) that
which implies that
Combining (3.21) and (3.22) yields the condition −(q − r − 1)
From (3.13), the sufficient conditions on (a, b) for minimaxity can be written as
Thus the proof is complete.
Consider the problem of estimating the mean matrix Θ under the squared Frobenius norm loss Θ − Θ 2 . The Bayesian estimator with respect to (3.1) and (3.10) is expressed as
Then the same arguments as in this section yield that Θ GB is proper Bayes and minimax if a > 0, b > 2, q > 3r + 1 and 2 < a + b ≤ q − 3r + 1.
Superharmonic priors for minimaxity
In estimation of the normal mean vector, Stein (1973 Stein ( , 1981 ) discovered an interesting relationship between superharmonicity of prior density and minimaxity of the resulting generalized Bayes estimator. The relationship is very important and useful in Bayesian predictive density estimation. In this section we derive some Bayesian minimax predictive densities with superharmonic priors.
Let p π = p π (Y |X) be a Bayesian predictive density with respect to a prior π(Θ), where π(Θ) is twice differentiable and the marginal density m π (X; v x ) is finite. All the results in this section are based on the following key lemma.
Lemma 4.1 Denote by ∇ Θ = (∂/∂θ ij ) the r × q differentiation operator matrix with respect to Θ. Then p π is minimax relative to the KL loss (1.1) if π(Θ) is superharmonic, namely,
Proof. This lemma can be proved along the same arguments as in Stein (1981) Define a class of prior densities as
where g is twice differentiable with respect to Σ. Let D Σ be an r × r matrix of differential operator with respect to Σ = (σ ij ) such that the (i, j) element of
where δ ij stands for the Kronecker delta. Let
namely, G is an r × r symmetric matrix such that g ij = {D Σ } ij g(Σ).
Lemma 4.2 p π with respect to π(Θ) = g(Σ) is minimax relative to the KL loss
Proof. Using (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2.6 gives that
From Lemma 4.1, the proof is complete.
Let λ 1 , . . . , λ r be ordered eigenvalues of Σ = ΘΘ ⊤ , where λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ r , and let Λ = diag (λ 1 , . . . , λ r ). Denote by Γ = (γ ij ) an r × r orthogonal matrix such that Γ ⊤ ΣΓ = Λ. Assume that g(Σ) is orthogonally invariant, namely, g(Σ) = g(P ΣP ⊤ ) for any orthogonal matrix P . Then, we can assume that g(Σ) = g(Λ) without loss of generality. 
where φ i (Λ) = ∂g(Λ)/∂λ i .
Proof.
Since from (i) of Lemma 2.4
it is observed that by the chain rule
where Φ(Λ) = diag (φ 1 (Λ), . . . , φ r (Λ)). Using Lemma 4.2 and (ii) of Lemma 2.4 gives that
Hence the proof is complete.
Using Proposition 4.1, we give some examples of Bayesian predictive densities with respect to superharmonic priors. Consider a class of shrinkage prior densities, It is noted that
Combining (4.1), (4.2) and Proposition 4.1, we obtain
where α 1 , . . . , α r are nonnegative constants. Assume that α 1 ≥ · · · ≥ α r . Note that
Here, assume additionally that α i ≤ α = q + r − 2i − 1 for i = 1, . . . , r. For each i we observe that 
where β MS = 2(r − 1). Combining Example 4.1 and (4.3) gives that
Hence the Bayesian predictive density with respect to π MS1 (Θ) is minimax relative to the KL loss (1.1).
In the literature, many shrinkage estimators have been developed in estimation of a normal mean matrix. It is worth pointing out that the Bayesian predictive densities with superharmonic prior π SH (Θ) correspond to such shrinkage estimators.
Let X|Θ ∼ N r×q (Θ, v x I r ⊗ I q ) and denote an estimator of Θ by Θ. Consider the problem of estimating the mean matrix Θ relative to quadratic loss L Q ( Θ, Θ) = Θ − Θ 2 . Then the generalized Bayes estimator of Θ with the prior density π SH is expressed as
. If π SH is superharmonic then Θ SH is minimax relative to the quadratic loss L Q .
Since
, the integration by parts gives that
Here using (i) of Lemma 2.6 and (i) of Lemma 2.4 gives that
where E Θ|X stands for the posterior expectation with respect to a density proportional to exp(− Θ − X 2 /(2v x ))π SH (Θ).
Denote by XX ⊤ = HLH ⊤ the eigenvalue decomposition of XX ⊤ , where H = (h ij ) is an orthogonal matrix of order r and L = diag (ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ r ) is a diagonal matrix of order r with ℓ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ ℓ r . Substituting (X, H, L) for (Θ, Γ, Λ) in the second term of the r.h.s. of (4.5), we obtain an empirical Bayes shrinkage estimator
The shrinkage estimator Θ MS is equivalent to Θ JS , given in (1.6), when α 1 = · · · = α r = 0 and β = β JS , and to Θ EM , given in (1.5), when α 1 = · · · = α r = α EM and β = 0. In estimation of the normal mean matrix relative to the quadratic loss L Q , Θ JS and Θ EM are minimax.
If Θ MS with certain specified α 1 , . . . , α r and β has good performance, the prior density π SH with the same α 1 , . . . , α r and β would produce a good Bayesian The prior density π MS2 (Θ) is not superharmonic, and it is not known whether the resulting Bayesian predictive density is minimax or not. In the next section, we verify risk behavior of the Bayesian predictive density with respect to π MS2 (Θ) through Monte Carlo simulations.
Monte Carlo studies
This section briefly reports some numerical results so as to compare performance in risk of some Bayesian predictive densities for r = 2 and q = 15. 
